Controlled branching processes (CBP) with a random control function provide a useful way to model generation sizes in population dynamics studies, where control on the growth of the population size is necessary at each generation. An important special case of this process is the well known branching process with immigration. Motivated by the work of Wei and Winnicki [C.Z. Wei, J. Winnicki, Estimation of the mean in the branching process with immigration, Ann. Statist. 18 (1990) 1757-1773], we develop a weighted conditional least squares estimator of the offspring mean of the CBP and derive the asymptotic limit distribution of the estimator when the process is subcritical, critical and supercritical. Moreover, we show the strong consistency of this estimator in all the cases. The results obtained here extend those of Wei and Winnicki [C.Z. Wei, J. Winnicki, Estimation of the mean in the branching process with immigration, Ann. Statist. 18 (1990Statist. 18 ( ) 1757Statist. 18 ( -1773 for branching processes with immigration and provide a unified limit theory of estimation.
Introduction
Branching processes have always provided a useful way to model population evolution and dynamics. Now, with the availability of high-speed computers, they have found new applications in areas such as algorithms, data structures, combinatorics, biology, demography, ecology, epidemiology, genetics, to mention a few. Branching processes with immigration (BPI), the study of which dates back to Smoluchowski [26] , provide a useful growth model in many situations. There is a substantial literature on the topic of estimation of parameters associated with the BPI; see, for instance, Heyde [14] , Heyde and Seneta [15] [16] [17] , Klimko and Nelson [21] , Bhat and Adke [1] , Venkataraman [27] and Venkataraman and Nanthi [28] . The above mentioned articles propose estimators which require prior knowledge about the growth behavior of the BPI, namely, whether the process is subcritical, critical and supercritical.
In an attempt to solve a long standing estimation problem of providing estimators of the parameters of BPI which do not require any prior knowledge about the growth behavior of the BPI, Wei and Winnicki [30] proposed a unified estimation theory based on a conditional weighted least squares approach. The asymptotic limit distribution of Wei and Winnicki's [30] estimator, however, changes as the growth behavior of BPI varies. Sriram, Basawa and Huggins [25] , on the other hand, showed that if one samples sequentially, then the limit distribution of the sequential estimator of the offspring mean is normal, regardless of whether the BPI is subcritical or critical. Qi and Reeves [22] have recently extended the latter result to include the supercritical BPI.
Here, we consider situations in the study of population dynamics where some control on the growth of the population is necessary. In these instances, a class of models known as Controlled Branching Processes (CBP), introduced by Sevast'yanov and Zukov [23] , provides an interesting way to model the size of the population at a given time. For example, when it is necessary to control the size of some animal population, a reasonable methodology could be to achieve the corresponding control on the number of female animals. It can be shown that a CBP includes the BPI and Galton-Watson process (GWP) as special cases. Just like the BPI or GWP, the CBP also exhibits different growth behaviors for different values of parameters associated with the process. Motivated by the work of Wei and Winnicki [29, 30] , here we propose a conditional weighted least squares estimation approach for the estimation of the offspring mean of a CBP with a random control function. We then derive the asymptotic limit distribution of the conditional weighted least squares estimator of the offspring mean in each of the three cases: (i) subcritical, (ii) critical and (iii) supercritical. Some results of independent interest are also established along the way, which generalize the results of Wei and Winnicki [29, 30] .
In Section 2 we introduce the CBP along with basic notation which will be used throughout the paper. After a brief summary of estimation results for CBP, we introduce the conditional weighted least squares estimator of the offspring mean in a CBP. The asymptotic limit distribution of the estimator is derived separately for the subcritical, supercritical and the critical cases in Sections 3-5, respectively. Some of the results of independent interest are stated as lemmas in these sections, but proved in the Appendix. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
CBP and conditional weighted least squares estimation
A CBP, where the number of individuals with reproductive capacity is controlled by a random control function φ n (·), is defined iteratively as (see [31] ),
Here, Z n denotes the size of the n-th generation of a population and X n−1, j is the offspring size of the j-th individual in the (n − 1)-th generation. Throughout this section, we will assume that {X n, j } is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with mean m and variance σ 2 . We will also assume that the initial value Z 0 is a non-negative, integer-valued, square-integrable random variable which is independent of {X n, j }. Furthermore, we will assume that {φ n (k) : n ≥ 0; k ≥ 0} defined in (1) are independent nonnegative integer-valued random variables with identical one-dimensional distributions for each k. We also assume that {X n, j } and {φ n (k)} are independent. Following the notation of González, Molina and del Puerto [9] , we define
It is worthwhile to note here that if φ n (k) ≡ k, then {Z n } is the GWP. Furthermore, if φ n (k) = k + Y n , where {Y n } is a sequence of non-negative, integer-valued iid random variables with 0 < β = E[Y 0 ] < ∞, and is independent of {X n, j }, then {Z n } is a BPI, where ε(k) = k +β. From (2) it follows that for n = 1, 2, . . . ,
where F n is the σ -algebra generated by the random variables Z 0 , Z 1 , . . . , Z n . Recently, there has been a proliferation of literature in the area of CBP. Many foundational results for CBP have been developed in González, Molina and del Puerto [9] [10] [11] [12] and González, Martínez and del Puerto [7, 8] . As for estimation results for the CBP defined by (1) with fixed control function φ(·), González, Martínez and del Puerto [7] considered the supercritical case (see Section 4 for definition) and carried out non-parametric estimation of the offspring distribution. They proposed the method of moment estimator for m defined bȳ
where the value of the estimator is set to 0 for Z n−1 = 0, by convention. Under some regularity condition, they obtained the asymptotic normality of a normalized version ofm n . In the same article, they proposed a more generic method of moment estimatorm
for n = 1, 2, . . .. In addition to showing thatm n is strongly consistent for m, they also showed that a suitably normalized version of the estimator is asymptotically normal. In fact, using the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the offspring distribution proposed in González, Martínez and del Puerto [7] , it is easy to show thatm n is the MLE based on the entire family tree up to the n-th generation. Moreover, from Lemma 2.13.2 of Jagers [19] , it can also be shown thatm n is the MLE based on {Z 0 , . . . , Z n }. Dion and Essebbar [3] considered the CBP in (1) with a random control function φ n (Z n ) = α n φ(Z n ), where {α n } n≥0 is a sequence of iid random variables with values in N + , and E[α 0 ] = η and Var [α 0 ] = d 2 . They referred to this process as a multiplicative CBP. Assuming that {X n, j } and {α n } are independent of each other, and that {Z n } is supercritical, they provided an estimator of θ = mη given bŷ
and established its asymptotic normality. As a matter of fact, they noted in their work that θ n is an asymptotic quasi-likelihood estimator of θ. They also proposed another estimator of ρ = E[log(mα 0 )] defined bŷ
and established its asymptotic normality.
Note that the available estimation results have been developed under the assumption that the CBP is supercritical. As in the case of BPI, it would be useful to develop a unified estimation theory which does not require any assumption on the growth behavior of the CBP.
To this end, note that we can use (3) to represent Z n as
where the error termδ n has E[δ n |F n−1 ] = 0. However, as in Wei and Winnicki [30] , the fact that
can be used to show that the resulting conditional least squares estimator is not efficient.
To overcome this, we divide both sides of (5) by (ε(Z n−1 ) + 1) 1/2 and rewrite the model as
In this article we will impose certain regularity conditions on {ε(k)} and {σ 2 (k)} so that the conditional variance above is bounded. These considerations lead us to the following conditional weighted least squares estimator of the offspring mean
In the subsequent sections, we derive the asymptotic limit distribution ofm n in the subcritical, supercritical and the critical cases of CBP, which are determined by the limiting behavior (as k → ∞) of the quantity
Subcritical case
We are interested in obtaining the asymptotic limit distribution ofm n , defined in (6), for the subcritical case. We say CBP is subcritical in the case when lim sup k→∞ τ m (k) < 1. González, Molina and del Puerto [7] established that a CBP {Z n } defined by (1) with P(X 0,1 = 0) > 0, P(X 0,1 ≤ 1) < 1 and P(φ 0 (i) > i) > 0, i = 0, 1, . . ., converges in distribution to a positive, finite and non-degenerate random variable Z . We make use of this result to obtain the asymptotic distribution ofm n . To this end, we will assume the following regularity conditions:
Note that it is customary to impose condition A2 on the offspring sequence in order to avoid trivial situations. However, condition A3 is crucial because it ensures that Z n will not become extinct eventually (see [7] for more details). Finally, the moment condition on random control function φ 0 stated in A4 is required in our proof of Theorem 1.
Let us define
where G n,i−1 = F i−1 (defined in the introduction). By Theorem 3.1 of González, Molina and del Puerto [7] and the ergodic theorem we have that, as n → ∞,
and
where the former result gives the asymptotic behavior of the normalizing factor in Theorem 1. Since lim n→∞ V nn is a constant, the required conclusion will follow from Corollary 3.2 in Hall and Heyde [13] , once we show for Y ni defined in (8) that for all > 0,
For this, it is sufficient to show that for δ ∈ (0, 2)
Note that for some
and therefore the result.
Supercritical case
We now focus our attention on the supercritical case, that is, when lim k→∞ τ m (k) = m lim k→∞ k −1 ε(k) = τ m > 1. Before we state and prove the main result of this section, we note that the following result holds for the supercritical CBP:
with L n = (τ m) −n Z n and P(L > 0) > 0.
Remarks.
(1) Conditions that guarantee (9) can be found in the papers González, Martínez and Mota [5, 6] . In fact, these papers consider a class of homogeneous multitype Markov chains, which includes the CBP as a special case.
(2) Note that from (9) , it follows that, on {Z n → ∞},
s., as n → ∞, and therefore,
To establish the main result we will consider the following regular conditions:
B1: lim sup k→∞ τ m (k) > 1 and (9) hold. B2:
Theorem 2. Let {Z n } be the CBP defined by (1) satisfying B1 and B2. Then
Proof. For simplicity, throughout the proof we will consider that P(Z n → ∞) = 1. We rewrite
where
Consider term (II) above. Define Γ n = {γ ni }, where
It can be shown that
Indeed, to prove (11), following the proof of Theorem 1 in Heyde and Brown [18] (or Shete and Sriram [24] ), it is enough to check that, for all sequences z n → ∞, as n → ∞,
Using the Central Limit Theorem for randomly stopped sums (the Doeblin-Anscombe Theorem; see [2] , Theorem 9.4.1), the first summand in (12) converges in distribution to N (0, τ σ 2 ), as n → ∞. Moreover, it is easy to check, using Markov's inequality and B2, that the second summand in (12) converges in probability to 0, as n → ∞. Hence (12) holds.
From (11) we obtain
Therefore, by (10) we have
Now, to find the limiting behavior of term (I ), we write
n , using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, where
,
. (9), we have that
a.s. as n → ∞.
Also, by conditioning on
implying that
Combining (13) and using (10), we get
(I ) → 0 a.s., as n → ∞ and consequently the proof of the theorem.
Critical case
In this section, we provide the asymptotic limit distribution of the estimator defined by (6) in the critical case, that is, when lim inf k→∞ τ m (k) ≤ 1 ≤ lim sup k→∞ τ m (k) for τ m (k) defined in (7) . We consider the critical CBP satisfying P(Z n → ∞) > 0 and the following conditions:
Remark. González, Molina and del Puerto [12] studied the behavior of the critical CBP, where they provided sufficient conditions for P(Z n → ∞) > 0. More specifically, under C1 and C2, they showed that if α > σ 2 /(2m) and an assumption on conditional moments holds, then P(Z n → ∞) > 0 (see Theorem 2 of [8] ).
To prove the asymptotic behavior of our estimator we will need some preliminary results, which are of independent interest. These will be proved in the Appendix. The first result concerns a Feller diffusion approximation for the CBP. We introduce, for each n ≥ 1, a stochastic process W n (t) = n −1 Z [nt] , for t ∈ R + , [·] denoting the integer part. It is easy to see that {W n } is a sequence of random elements that take values in D [0,∞) [0, ∞), which is the space of nonnegative functions on [0, ∞) that are right continuous and have left limits. We also denote by C ∞ c [0, ∞) the space of infinitely differentiable functions on [0, ∞) which have a compact support. First, we establish the following result of independent interest. Lemma 1. Let {Z n } be a CBP defined by (1) satisfying C1 and C2. Then, the random process {W n } converges weakly, as n → ∞, to a non-negative diffusion process W , with generator
The process W is the (unique) solution of the stochastic differential equation
where W is a standard Wiener process.
As an application of a general version of the continuous mapping theorem, we have the following result.
Lemma 2. Let {Z n } be the CBP defined by (1) satisfying C1 and C2. Then,
The next result is similar to Theorem 2.12 of Wei and Winnicki [29] .
Lemma 3. Let {Z n } be a CBP defined by (1) satisfying C1 and C2. Define {U n } as
.
Then, U n → ∞ a.s. on {Z n → ∞} as n → ∞.
The main result of this section is given next.
Theorem 3. Let {Z n } be the CBP defined by (1) satisfying C1 and C2. Then
as n → ∞.
Proof. Again for simplicity, we assume throughout the proof that P(Z n → ∞) = 1. Write
Now, write
The proof of the result is obtained proving the following:
dt → 0, a.s. as n → ∞.
, as n → ∞.
For (a), note that
Also it can be verified using arguments in the proof of Lemma 2 that, as n → ∞,
Combining (14) and (15), we have that D n P → 0, as n → ∞. Now consider (b). We write
, and set
and moreover by (15) , as n → ∞,
It remains to consider
It can be verified that
) is a martingale. Therefore, by Theorem 2.18 of Hall and Heyde [13] , if we show that
Now, since
by C1 and C2, where C 0 is a generic constant. Therefore,
Combining (16) and (17), we get that C n → 0 a.s., as n → ∞. As for (c), for each fixed ω ∈ {Z n → ∞}, define a sequence of random variables {g n }, where
Here µ is the Lebesgue measure. Then, by condition C1 we have that g n → 0 a.s.
[µ]. Therefore, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem,
Finally, using (c) and Lemma 2, we obtain (d) and consequently the result.
Remark. In the critical case, it can be shown using Lemma 3 and
Concluding remarks
(1) We have proposed a weighted least squares estimator to estimate the offspring mean of the control branching process with a random control function. Under certain regularity conditions, we have shown that a suitably normalized version of this estimator is asymptotically normal in the supercritical and the subcritical case, while the limit distribution of the estimator is a function of a diffusion process in the critical case. Moreover, we can also prove that the estimatorm n is strongly consistent in the three cases. Recall that
) is a martingale and, in all the cases,
Hence, using Theorem 2.18 of Hall and Heyde [13] (or as in the proof of part (b) in Theorem 3), we obtain thatm n → m a.s. as n → ∞.
(2) For supercritical CBP with fixed control function φ(·), González, Martínez and del Puerto [7] showed that
form n defined in (4). Note from Theorem 2 that the limit distribution ofm n defined in (6) is the same as that ofm n , which was shown to be the maximum likelihood estimator based on {Z 0 , . . . , Z n }. Therefore,m n is also asymptotically efficient. It should be also noted that the limit distribution ofm n is not studied in González, Martínez and del Puerto [7] for the subcritical and critical cases, whereas we study these for all three cases. (3) Note that in the construction of our estimator of the offspring mean it is implicitly assumed that the mean function ε(k) defined in (2) is known. It is possible that this assumption is not valid, for instance, in the special case of BPI, defined below (2) with unknown β. In the case of unknown ε(k), we can replace ε(Z i−1 ) in (6) by φ i−1 (Z i−1 ) and define a modified estimator of the offspring mean bŷm
With minor modifications in the proof of Theorem 2, it is possible to show that the limit distribution ofm n is also N (0, σ 2 ) in the supercritical case. The limit distributions ofm n in the subcritical and the critical cases are not known yet. Finally, note that our results extend those of Wei and Winnicki [30] for the estimation of the offspring mean in the case of known α. it is sufficient to show that
for every sequence {x n } n≥1 with x n ∈ E n and n ∈ N such that x n → x ∈ [0, ∞]. Note that
Then, by conditions C1 and C2, we have
Hence, it is clear that lim n→∞ δ f ni (x n ) = 0 for i = 1, 3 and for all sequences x n → x ∈ [0, ∞]. Now, we consider δ f n2 (x n ). Arguing as on page 389 of Ethier and Kurtz [4] , it remains to show that for any sequence {x n } such that x n → x, 0 < x < ∞, {(nx n ) −1/2 S nx n } converges in distribution. Rewrite
As for the first term on the right side of (18), it would follow from the Central Limit Theorem for randomly stopped sums (the Doeblin-Anscombe Theorem; see [2] , Theorem 9.4.1) that, as n → ∞,
provided we show that
Indeed, for large enough n, by C1 and Markov's inequality,
as n → ∞, by condition C2. As for the second term in (18) , it is easy to see using conditions C1 and C2 that
Hence, the lemma.
Remark. As noted below (2), BPI is a special case of CBP. In the case of BPI with m = 1 and β = E(Y n ), we obtain the weak convergence result in Lemma 1 with generator T f (x) = β f (x) + 1 2 xσ 2 f (x). This is the same conclusion as in Wei and Winnicki [29] . Proof of Lemma 2. In view of Lemma 1, the proof depends on the following general version of the continuous mapping theorem:
Let S and T be two metric spaces, and X, X 1 , X 2 , . . . be random elements in S with X n d → X . Consider some measure mappings h, h 1 , h 2 , . . . : S → T and a measure set C ⊂ S with X ∈ C a.s. such that h n (s n ) → h(s) as s n → s ∈ C. Then h n (X n ) d → h(X ) (see [20] for a proof). |g n (t) − g(λ n (t))| = 0 for all T > 0. (20) Note that, to prove Lemma 2, we only need to prove that as n → ∞ 
where c(k) → 0 as k → ∞. Now, from the continuous mapping theorem stated above and Lemma 1, it will follow that Taking into account that both h n (g(t)) and h(g(t)) do not depend on t, to check that h n (g n ) → h(g), as g n → g, we have to prove that for n large enough |h n (g n ) − h(g)| is small enough. From the fact that g n → g, we deduce that there exists a sequence {λ n } ⊆ Λ satisfying (19) and (20) . Now, |h n (g n ) − h(g)| ≤ |g(λ n (t)) − g(t)|dt
The first and second terms of the right hand side of (22) are small enough for n large enough due to (19) and (20) . In fact, for second term we use that g is uniformly continuous in [0, 1]. As for the third term, using that c(k) → 0 (so |c([ng(t)])| ≤ L 0 , for some L 0 > 0 and for all n ≥ 1 and t ∈ [0, 1]), we deduce that it is less than n −1 (α + L 0 ). Hence the third term is also small enough for large n. Since {M n } is a non-negative supermartingale, it converges almost surely to a non-negative and finite limit. This and the fact thatε(Z n ) → ∞ a.s. on {Z n → ∞} imply that, on {Z n → ∞}, Since, ε(Z n ) ≤ε(Z n ) for all n, on {Z n → ∞},
= +∞ a.s.
Hence the lemma.
